The default simulation method was chosen for the network-free simulators. For NFsim, to account for any differences that might have occurred as a result of on-the-fly computation of the observables, we simulated the models in two scenarios: with and without on-the-fly observable computation.
Appendix B. Supplementary
. Test scenarios for different models.
Model Test Scenario Number of Molecules Simulation End Time (s)
Multi-state Different molecule numbers R = 500 to 25,000 100 L = 100 to 10,000 A = 500 to 25,000 Different simulation end times R = 5000, L = 1000, A = 5000 1 to 10,000
Multi-site Different molecule numbers R = 500 to 25,000 100 L = 100 to 10,000 A = 500 to 25,000 Different simulation end times p1 = 30,000 1 to 1000
Fc RI
Different molecule numbers
Lig tot = 6000 to 600,000 100 Rec tot = 400 to 40,000
Lyn tot = 30 to 3000 Syk tot = 400 to 40,000
Different simulation end times
Lig tot = 60,000 1 to 1000 Rec tot = 4000 Lyn tot = 300 Syk tot = 4000
